Magnetic exciton relaxation and spin-spin interaction by the time-delayed photoluminescence spectra of ZnO:Mn nanowires.
ZnO:Mn nanostructures are important diluted magnetic materials, but their electronic structure and magnetic origin are still not well understood. Here we studied the time-delayed and power-dependent photoluminescence spectra of Mn(II) doped ZnO nanowires with very low Mn concentration. From the time-delayed emission spectra, we obtained their electronic levels of single Mn ion replacement of Zn ions in ZnO nanowire. The high d-level emissions show up unusually because of the stronger p-d hybridization than that in ZnS, as well as the spin-spin coupling. After increasing Mn doping concentration, the ferromagentic cluster of the Mn-O-Mn with varied configurations can form and give individual emission peaks, which are in good agreement with the ab initio calculations. The presence of clustered Mn ions originates from their ferromagnetic coupling. The lifetimes of these d levels show strong excitation power-dependent behavior, indication of strong spin-dependent coherent emission. One-dimensional structure is critical for this coherent emission behavior. These results indicate that the d state is not within Mn ion only, but a localized exciton magnetic polaron, Mn-O-Mn coupling should be one source of ferromagnetism in ZnO:Mn lattice, the latter also can combine with free exciton for EMP and produce coherent EMP condensation and emission from a nanowire. This kind of nanowires can be expected to work for both spintronic and spin-photonic devices if we tune the transition metal ion doping concentration in it.